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 Slow Road to China

tell us why you decided to focus on indigenous cultures around 

the world.

I was inspired, and I felt a sense of urgency. These regions are facing 
assimilation into the western world, and I wanted to reach out to them, 
document and celebrate them, before their cultures disappear.   These 
different cultures offer our world so much diversity, and I feel like a lot of 
people don’t get to see and appreciate it. So I wanted to celebrate this 
diversity, before it becomes one language, one idea of what is beautiful.
 
Working in fashion, trekking to faraway places to document 

ancient cultures. is that a strange contrast for a photographer?

Actually, you see a lot of similarities between the two sides of my work. 
There are elements of style in both these worlds. Jewelry, clothing—it’s 
a creative outlet. It plays a big role in a person’s sense of self or identity. 
If there’s one thing my subjects share, it’s a strong sense of identity. In 
Nepal, I found the most interesting qualities in faces and hands. I 
focused on quiet, more personal portraits. I built up a level of trust by 
simply spending time with these people, eating with them in their 
homes, and talking with them.

how did you first get the idea to go to Nepal?

In Humla, the Himalayas have acted as a sort of wall that has preserved 
the culture. It’s a perfect example of an indigenous people who have a 
strong sense of identity and one that has been preserved over time. It’s 
an agriculture-based society that hasn’t changed much in the last 
hundreds of years, and they claim to be the last remaining guardians of 
true Tibetan culture. It’s just south of Tibet. The style of their houses 
and clothes is more Tibetan than Nepalese.

you were a foreign visitor—and you also had a camera. What 

was it like interacting with the natives?

People were extremely humble and open to letting me document their 
customs and livelihoods. I was invited into the homes of many of the 

drew doggett’s From Slow Road to China to Fashion and Beyond debuted in front of a rapt audience at last’s month art Crawl and 

Collectors Night. Based in New York, the 27-year-old photographer is as comfortable in a fashion studio as he is in some of the remotest regions of 
the earth. Recently, he has embarked on a ten-year project of documenting disappearing cultures around the world. In addition to stunning images, 
Doggett’s project has produced worthy philanthropic results: proceeds from sales of his fine art prints and first book, Slow Road to China, have already 
funded operations at a Nepal health center for one year.

Doggett’s photographs from his trip to Humla, Nepal, have also been exhibited in New York and Washington, D.C. He is planning a book and show 
from his second trip, to Ethiopia, for later in 2011. His current exhibition is running at The Arts Company through May 11.

this month two prominent photographers, drew doggett and John Guider, share their images of Nepal 
and China. each went for very different reasons. both returned with stunning memories on film.
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only three Westerners in the course of my twenty-day hike—but I 
noticed the difference between villages that are along that trail and 
those that are off the beaten path. You can see the signs of modernity.

aesthetically, what were you hoping to achieve with these 

photos?

I wanted to show the correlation between the rugged environment and 
the people who have lived in it for a long time—how the mountains 
have left an imprint on them. Hiking at 14,000 feet, there was snow-
fall, avalanches—moments that helped me realize not only how diffi-
cult this place is to reach, but to live in. These people are blocked off 
from the rest of the world for four to six months out of the year, when 
the passes are snowed in.

and this is where the charity element comes in?

Yes. I was passionate about partnering with an organization that can 
provide basic treatments and medicine year round—in this case, Nepal 
Trust. But I’m doing it for each place I visit. This is a ten-year project 
that documents the far corners of the world. In each one, I pick a chari-
table organization to partner with, based on the schools and clinics I 
visit, the teachers and nurses I talk to, and the problems I see.

What have you been working on more recently?

I just got back from a month in the Omo Valley in Ethiopia, where I was 
documenting semi-pastoralist tribes. They’re about to assimilate into 
the Western world at an even greater pace, because their land is desir-
able for foreign investors and for their own government. In the month 
I was there, I saw a cell phone tower being built in one tribe and one 
being activated in another. These people have stayed the same way for 
centuries, living off their cattle, and have just started forming perma-
nent housing structures—and now they’re being vaulted centuries 
ahead, into the world of instant communications, which is extremely 
exciting for some and frightening for others. 

What was different about this region, when you compare it to Nepal?

They’re at a different stage of their integration into the modern world. 
Ethiopia seems further back but is changing way more rapidly, which 
allowed me to think about this process from a more macro perspective. A 
lot of these people have been living day to day for so long that thinking 

about the long-term ramifications of some of these modernizing govern-
ment programs and initiatives is very difficult for them to do.

and did the photos turn out differently?

I focused almost solely on the youth, whereas in Nepal I focused on the 
elderly. It was very much a study of their bodies and the graphic elements 
of their cultural traditions: the body painting, body scarification, lip plates, 
necklaces, and traditional garb, and then also the traditional activities, 
such as stick-fighting and bull-jumping ceremonies. 
www.drewdoggett.com


